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Scholars of eighteenth-century literature have long seen the development of the Gothic as 
a break from neoclassical aesthetics, but this article posits a more complex engagement 
with classical imitation at the origins of the genre. In Horace Walpole’s formative Gothic 
novel The Castle of Otranto, his Gothic drama The Mysterious Mother, and in the 
curiosities in his villa, classical elements are detached from their contexts and placed in 
startling and strange juxtapositions. His tendency towards the fragmentation of ancient 
culture, frequently expressed through the imagery of dismemberment, suggests an 
aesthetic not of imitation, but of collection. Moreover, rather than abandoning or ignoring 
the classical, Walpole reconfigures literary history to demonstrate elements of 
monstrosity and hybridity already present in Greek and Roman texts.  
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Amid the extraordinary collection of curiosities in Horace Walpole’s suburban villa were 
a number of disembodied heads and limbs. In the 1784 inventory of the Strawberry Hill 
collection, among the cluttered contents of his home’s tribune, Walpole records ‘a small 
votive foot’, which was once owned by the clergyman and antiquary Conyers Middleton, 
and ‘a votive foot and toe’, which he seems to have acquired himself. These objects were 
sculpted throughout the Greek and Roman world as offerings to the gods, in anticipation 
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of, or gratitude for, answered 
prayers for health. The body 
parts are uncannily realistic, 
and modern visitors to the 
sanctuary of Asclepius in 
Epidaurus, Greece, can still 
have the strange experience of 
seeing shelves full of 
dismembered arms, feet, legs, 
breasts, and brains (see figure 
1).1 More imposing were 
Walpole’s heads. As well as 
marble busts of the emperors Tiberius and Marcus Aurelius, 
each twenty-one and a half inches in height, Walpole had in 
his gallery a colossal head of the first-century Roman 
emperor Vespasian in ‘the finest black marble’, which, with 
its pedestal, was a staggering 6 feet high. Its facial expression was ‘powerfully expressive 
of the character of this monarch’, and its giant gaze must have fallen on all his visitors. 
Walpole placed it with his massive eagle from the Baths of Caracalla in Rome, which, set 
on an ancient altar decorated with a Medusa’s head and satyrs, also stood six feet in 
height.2 In 1842, when Walpole’s estate went to auction, one visitor described the 
uncanny verisimilitude and unnerving appearance of these giant antiquities in Strawberry 
Hill. ‘There, semblant of life itself, as he came victorious from the conquered East, 
Figure 1. Roman 
votive foot. Since it is 
made of marble, it 
may originally have 
formed part of a 
larger statue. 
Hadrian’s Villa, 2nd 
century A.D. (© The 
Trustees of  
the British Museum)  
!
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Vespasian rose before us; and beside him, with eyes of cruel power and kindred flame, 
stood, as if prepared for flight, that majestic bird…’3  
 Readers and scholars have long traced elements in Walpole’s foundational Gothic 
novel The Castle of Otranto (1764) to the architecture and interior design of Strawberry 
Hill. But the classical curiosities in Walpole’s collection, and his attitude towards Greek 
and Roman literature – condescension and nonchalance, interspersed with moments of 
idiosyncratic admiration, with a willingness to assault what was revered, and a tendency 
to falsify when it suited him – has remained largely invisible in studies of the eighteenth-
century Gothic. Yet, as a starting point for this study, the votive feet and colossal head of 
a Roman emperor in Walpole’s house seem to have left a strong impression on the world 
of Otranto. In that novel, too, there is a statue of ‘one of the former princes’, Alfonso. It 
is also carved out of ‘black marble’.4 Manfred, the usurper to the castle, and his 
household are terrorized by Alfonso as a giant in the gallery, just as the giant head of 
Vespasian rose up threateningly before visitors in the gallery of Strawberry Hill. Yet this 
giant, like Walpole’s votive feet, appears mostly as detached body parts: first, it is his feet 
and legs (‘I saw his foot and part of his leg’; ‘the vision of the gigantic leg and foot’…), 
and then his hands (‘Oh! the hand! the giant! the hand!’).5 The influence of the past is 
both parodically over-inflated, and divided and dismembered. Walpole’s classical 
curiosities are no direct model for Otranto. Rather, their presence is felt indirectly, as the 
blank outlines of a formerly exemplary, now increasingly alien world.6  
 This article considers the place of classical art and literature in Walpole’s 
formative Gothic aesthetic, and not merely as the opposite against which it is defined. 
Both within Strawberry Hill, and in The Castle of Otranto and his Gothic drama The 
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Mysterious Mother, Walpole replaces an earlier eighteenth-century mode of classical 
imitation and emulation with one of collection: classical objects and Greek and Roman 
textual allusions are detached from their original context, fragmented, and playfully set in 
startling and disorienting juxtapositions. Walpole’s disassembly of familiar elements of 
classical culture draws attention to the author’s own ability to manipulate signs of 
aristocratic status, but it also communicates a sense of estrangement from the classical 
world that would become a central element of incipient Gothic ideology. Moreover, as an 
antiques collector, and as a collector of textual antiques, Walpole draws attention to 
aspects of antiquity that were already excessive, morbid, grotesque. He audaciously 
rearranges literary teleology so that the classical appears as a forerunner of the Gothic, 
rather than as its opposite.  
 Architectural studies of Strawberry Hill have devoted more attention to the 
classical elements of Walpole’s heterogeneous Gothic aesthetic than have scholars of his 
literary works.7 There are historical, disciplinary reasons for this imbalance. The Gothic 
novel underwent a critical revaluation among scholars of Romanticism precisely by being 
presented as a deliberate break from neoclassical aesthetics. In the influential formulation 
of Robert D. Hume, the Gothic novel was ‘one symptom of a widespread shift away from 
neoclassical ideals of order and reason, toward romantic belief in emotion and 
imagination’.8 David Punter, summarizing eighteenth-century assumptions about the 
meaning of the word ‘Gothic’, writes that:  
  ‘Where the classical was well ordered, the Gothic was chaotic; where   
 simple and pure, Gothic was ornate and convoluted; where the classics   
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 offered a set of cultural models to be followed, Gothic represented excess   
 and exaggeration, the product of the wild and the uncivilized’.9  
In his book, Punter presents the Gothic as a liberation from neoclassical restrictions, and 
yet the terms of his argument remain fundamentally neoclassical: classical art and 
literature are associated with order, decorum, and rules, and the Gothic (or Romantic, or 
Modern) embraces disorder, roughness, irrationality, and rule-breaking. While it is 
undeniable that ‘Gothic’ and ‘classical’ were strategically invoked as opposites in literary 
as well as historical, political, and architectural discourses of the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries, the actual practice of writers is far more complicated than the 
dichotomized rhetoric suggests. Walpole influentially articulates an unclassical aesthetic 
precisely by reference to classical texts, an authorial practice as learned and intricate as it 
is disorienting and deliberately disordered. While scholars have analyzed well the 
production of a falsified antiquity in Gothic texts – I am thinking particularly of Hogle’s 
‘ghost of the counterfeit’, the re-symbolization of a past already symbolic and spectral in 
Gothic narrative10 – I am interested here in the particularity of Walpole’s rearrangement 
of the ancient past, the specific allusions through which he constructs a paradoxical 
‘Gothic classicism’. Walpole’s Gothic is defined not by the simple rejection of the 
classical, but by its irreverent rearrangement. Moreover, his idiosyncratic use of ancient 
texts draws readers’ attention to the irrationality, hybridity and excess that already 
characterized certain aspects of Greek and Roman literature. If each period inevitably 
produces its own vision of the ancient world, Walpole licenses his ‘Gothic’ story by 
fashioning a classical antiquity that seems perversely proto-Gothic.  
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 Walpole’s manipulation of classical culture begins on the title page of the second 
edition of his novel The Castle of Otranto in 1765. Juxtaposed against the subtitle ‘A 
Gothic story’, Walpole quotes lines from the Ars Poetica of the Roman poet Horace, 
which was a veritable holy text for neoclassical ideas of literary propriety and 
classicizing decorum:  
      …vanae 
  fingentur species, tamen ut pes et caput uni 
  reddantur formae…  - HOR. 
  [‘…vain images will be invented, yet in such a way that  
  foot and head are restored to a single shape…’] 
 
The quotation ostensibly uses the imagery of attaching limbs to assert that a unified 
artwork can be made out of disparate parts. But a closer examination reveals that the 
Latin quotation has suffered some dismembering of its own.11 In eighteenth-century texts 
of Horace (and still in modern editions today), Walpole would have read, at lines 7-9 of 
the Ars Poetica, vanae/ fingentur species; ut nec pes, nec caput uni/ reddatur formae 
(‘vain images will be invented, in such a way that neither foot nor head can be restored to 
a single shape’).12 Walpole adds and subtracts: he detaches ut nec… nec and attaches 
tamen ut… et, stitching his own metrical ‘feet’13 to the body of Horace’s verse to create a 
new – yet still perfectly metrically correct – shape. In doing so, Walpole precisely 
reverses Horace’s meaning. These lines come at the opening of the Ars Poetica, where 
the Latin poet had argued that there can be no unity in an artwork of mismatched parts. 
Such an artist will only produce ‘vain images’, velut aegri somnia, ‘like a sick man’s 
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dream’ (7). Walpole will go on in the preface to the second edition of Otranto to explain 
that his story – which also supposedly had its origins in a dream – is precisely the product 
of such artistic mismatching.14 He has combined the ‘ancient and the modern’ romance, 
he says, and it is worth noting that Horace’s passage was glossed in precisely these terms. 
In the rhetorical treatise of Quintilian, still widely read in the eighteenth century, it is said 
to constitute a stylistic fault ‘if anyone combines the sublime with the lowly, the ancient 
with the modern, the poetic with the colloquial – for such is the monster Horace describes 
in the first part of his book the Ars Poetica’.15 Walpole takes apart then reassembles the 
classic statement of artistic unity so that it appears to authorise his own stylistic 
heterogeneity. 
 With this quotation, Walpole also implicitly directs attention to a section of the 
Ars Poetica that was already troublingly grotesque – a potentially proto-Gothic moment 
in the work of Walpole’s classical namesake. The Ars Poetica begins its call to artistic 
unity and propriety by lingering in perverse detail over the body of a Scylla-like monster: 
‘If a painter wished to connect a horse’s neck to a human head, and to cover limbs 
collected from every place with multi-colored feathers, so that a woman, beautiful on top, 
ends up disgustingly as a black fish – if you could see it, my friends, would you stifle 
your laughter?’16 With each line of Horace’s unnaturally elongated, grammatically 
twisted period, his monster transforms its shape. Modern scholars have long been 
fascinated by the inconsistency in Horace lingering for so long on monstrosity and 
hybridity when arguing for uniformity. So, Alison Sharrock writes that the opening of the 
Ars Poetica ‘indulges in the very playfulness and oddity that it supposedly censures – and 
even tells you how to appreciate it’.17 By invoking the opening of the Ars Poetica at the 
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opening of his own horror story, Walpole implicitly highlights a lurid fascination with 
monstrosity that lurked already in the very bible of neoclassical formalism. Moreover, the 
reaction to the monster that Horace seems to model – repulsion then laughter – resembles 
that which Walpole expects for his own work. The Castle of Otranto, the terrors of which 
famously kept Thomas Gray up at night, should also, as Walpole says in a sonnet affixed 
to the second edition, raise a smile.18  
 As the plot of Otranto unfolds, there are elements familiar from ancient myth and 
Greek tragedy (prophecies, incest, sudden plot reversals), but Otranto is not modeled 
directly on any particular classical myth. Yet one myth – and one that already involved 
dismemberment and fragmentation – seems omnipresent in Otranto, at least in its 
outlines. In the myth of Hippolytus, Phaedra falls in love with her stepson, who rejects 
her incestuous advances. The myth ends with Hippolytus being dashed to pieces by a 
horrific prodigy: horses that emerge from the sea through the prayer of his father, 
Theseus, who thinks that his son has raped his step-mother, and who learns the truth only 
too late. The most extensive surviving Roman version of the myth, Seneca’s tragedy 
Phaedra, expatiates on the dismemberment motif, climaxing infamously with Theseus 
picking through the limbs of his son on stage then trying to fit them back together again 
over the course of some twenty lines of monologue.19 Walpole certainly knew the story: 
he mentions Hippolytus in his letters, and reiterated throughout his life his affection for 
the French retelling by Jean Racine.20 Yet the myth itself seem fragmented and 
dismembered in Walpole’s retelling. Hippolytus is there in The Castle of Otranto, but he 
has become the mother, Hippolita, who, nonetheless, still embodies Hippolytus’ 
proverbial sexless virtue; Phaedra’s incestuous passion is transferred to the father, who 
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now lusts for his daughter-in-law, not his son-in-law; the son is dashed to pieces by a 
sudden and horrific prodigy, though here at the beginning of the story, not the end; and 
the story ends with a father mourning the death of a child he has inadvertently killed – 
now his daughter, not his son. The Gothic world of Otranto has not razed and replaced 
the classical world. It has just scrambled its symmetries into ill-fitting parts, and then 
reassembled them with a conscious sense of disorder.    
 Walpole experimented more directly with the manipulation of tragic myth in his 
verse drama, The Mysterious Mother, which was written between 1766 and 1768 and 
privately printed at Strawberry Hill, though it was not widely available until 1791.21 The 
preface to this work explicitly invokes Greek tragedy, but in such a way as emphatically 
not to present the play as a neoclassical imitation on the French model. Walpole is 
attracted – as Nietzsche later would be in The Birth of Tragedy – to the ‘license’ of 
ancient tragedy, its freedom and willingness to represent horror, not to formal rules or 
unities. Indeed, the play’s allusions to classical tragedy (the incest theme of Oedipus Rex, 
the allusions to Furies, the Delphic oracle, the poisoned cloak of Glauce) have tended to 
draw critical attention away from the work’s ambivalent relationship with classical 
imitation and, indeed, its negative vision of imitation in general, given the disastrous role 
of dissembling and disguise in the play’s incest plot. For eighteenth-century readers, the 
most shocking element of The Mysterious Mother was precisely how un-Oedipal it was, 
since, unlike Jocasta in Oedipus Rex, the Countess, the mother of the title, consciously 
and deliberately commits incest with her son. ‘Mysterious’ and even oracular to everyone 
else, the mother’s horrible sin is only too well known to herself. There survives a series 
of letters, in fact, in which the poet and playwright William Mason tried to persuade 
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Walpole to make their sex unwitting, in accordance with the Sophoclean model. Mason 
tries, in effect, to turn Walpole back to a safer and more direct mode of imitation, but to 
no avail.22   
 It is typical of Walpole’s scrambling of sources, though, that the one 
ostentatiously and deliberately faithful passage of classical imitation in the play is a 
passage translated not from Greek tragedy, but from the first-century A.D. Roman epic 
by Lucan, the Bellum Civile (or Pharsalia). Walpole signaled the borrowing with unusual 
explicitness in a note in all editions, though it has gone entirely unexamined in modern 
treatments.23 Lucan’s poem, whose grim, bloody epic depicts the war between Caesar and 
Pompey that destroyed the Republic, was a classical text imitated selectively and with 
caution in the eighteenth century. In Hugh Blair’s oft-reprinted Lectures on Rhetoric and 
Belles Lettres, for example, Lucan is criticized for delighting in ‘savage scenes’, and 
having ‘too many shocking objects to be fit for epic poetry’. Yet he was certainly the 
Latin poet that Walpole knew and liked best. In his letters, he criticizes Virgil for being 
an ‘insipid imitation’ of Homer, and praises Lucan instead, which was at the time a 
deliberately provocative, even perverse, judgment (though Shelley later agreed).24 In 
1760, in his Strawberry Hill press, he printed a full Latin edition of the epic with 
posthumously-discovered notes by the scholar Richard Bentley, though true to his 
studious avoidance of appearing studious, Walpole mocked the idea that printing an 
edition of the epic had made him a publisher of ‘learned’ authors.25 In the Lewis Walpole 
Library in Connecticut (LWL 49 2616 II), there is also an unpublished manuscript from 
October 1746 with a translation by Walpole of a passage from the first book of Lucan. 
The epic begins with a long panegyric to Nero, in which scholars have long suspected 
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ironic strains. Walpole himself seems to have intuited the irony of Lucan’s panegyric, 
since in his version he substitutes Nero’s name for that of his father’s enemy, William 
Pitt (the elder).26 
 In the passage of Lucan translated by Walpole in The Mysterious Mother, the cold 
but virtuous Stoic Cato marches in the African desert with his men (Bellum Civile 9.565-
584). They come across a primitive temple, and one of Cato’s followers urges him to 
consult the temple’s oracle about his chances of success in the war. But Cato is too good 
a Stoic for that, and he protests that he relies only on his spotless conscience for 
guidance. In the corresponding section of Walpole’s The Mysterious Mother (Act 1, 381-
407), the conniving friar Benedict urges the Countess to confess the guilt tormenting her 
mind to a ‘holy man’, who works miracles in a ‘neighb’ring district’ (lines 373-380). 
Translated into the tragedy’s Gothic theology, the barbarous superstition of the African 
temple becomes Roman Catholicism, and the Stoic rationality of Cato becomes the 
Enlightenment values of the Countess. The Countess imitates Cato’s speech in Lucan, 
replacing Cato’s Stoic commonplaces with Christian ones and asserting her own inner 
truth against the friar’s counsel. Towards the end of the speech, in the Bellum Civile, Cato 
says:  
 
 Sortilegis egeant dubii, semperque futuris 
 casibus ancipites: me non oracula certum 
 sed mors certa facit…    (Bellum Civile, 9.581-583)27 
 
 [‘The doubtful need soothsayers, and are always in two minds 
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 about future disasters. Oracles do not make me certain –  
 but certain death does’.] 
 
In Walpole, this becomes:  
       Weak minds 
 Want their soul’s fortune told by oracles 
 And holy jugglers. Me, nor oracles, 
 Nor prophets, Death alone can certify... (Mysterious Mother, Act 1, 400-403).  
 
 The translation is slow, even though Walpole has omitted a clause from Lucan’s 
Latin (semperque futuris/ casibus ancipites). But in other ways it is surprisingly close: 
‘me, nor oracles’ replicates the sound and word order of Lucan’s me non oracula, and the 
Latinate verb ‘certify’ exactly renders the Latin certum facit (to embolden/ to make 
resolute), while also punning on the verb’s English sense (to authenticate). The 
deliberateness of the imitation is ironic, since at the very point at which Walpole’s 
character declares the ability to speak for herself, she is forced to mimic, with 
cumbersome exactitude, the words of someone else. In an ostentatious moment of fidelity 
to classical models (complete with footnote, lest any reader miss the point), Walpole 
deliberately sabotages his Countess’ declaration of independence.  
 Yet the imitation is ironic in a more obvious sense, since the transfer of these 
words from the virtuous Cato to the incestuous mother is a flagrant, outrageous bad fit. 
Far from exemplifying Stoic freedom from mental distress, the Countess is tormented 
throughout the tragedy, to the point of near-madness, by her guilt at having had sex with 
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her son. Occasional slurs by the friars that the Countess parades ‘pagan virtues’ expose 
rather their misunderstanding of her true mental state.28 The sexlessness of Cato in Lucan 
makes the Countess an even worse match for her classical counterpart; a scene in Lucan’s 
epic depicts Cato’s wedding (2.326-391), which is both funereal (his wife comes to the 
ritual directly from the funeral of her previous husband) and un-erotic (Lucan says that 
Cato’s virtue is strong enough to resist ‘even righteous love’). The Latin text seems less 
to have been imitated than shockingly misused. The grotesque discrepancy between 
Catonian virtue and the sin of the mother may suggest that Walpole is satirizing those 
people who, in the wake of Addison’s Cato earlier in the century, cast themselves in the 
role of a virtuous Cato. Since the 1730s, as Philip Ayres notes, he had been strongly 
dismissive of ‘self-congratulatory Roman analogising’, and he remained suspicious of 
claims to history and genealogy to ennoble the present; ‘we still trade upon the stock of 
the ancients, we seldom deal in any other manufacture’, he wrote to his close friend, Sir 
Horace Mann, in 1770.29 But the translation also implicitly draws attention to the Bellum 
Civile more broadly, incorporating within the play’s ‘Gothic fancies’ a poem, whose 
scenes of necromancy and violence make it another potent classical precursor of the 
Gothic. In Charles Martindale’s description of the work, ‘a preoccupation with 
dismemberment, fragmentation and body parts and with the aestheticization of violence 
marks the whole poem (one might compare the aesthetic of the films of David Lynch)’.30 
Later in the eighteenth century, in fact, Joseph Warton did compare the horrors of Lucan 
(and Ovid and Seneca) to the terror generated by the Gothic English literary tradition. Yet 
the classical works came out poorer in the comparison; for how could the terrors of 
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classical works possibly compare, he challenges climactically, to the appearance of the 
helmet and the giant arm in Walpole’s The Castle of Otranto? 31  
 It is worth returning, finally, to Strawberry Hill, because there are clear parallels 
to Walpole’s intertextual practice in the idiosyncratic collection of classical objects in his 
villa. Admittedly, it is difficult to generalize about any aspect of Walpole’s collection, 
and to some extent generalizing itself misses the point, since he was driven above all by 
the eccentric individuality of particular objects (or their ‘uniquity’, to use his own 
word).32 The striking profusion of objects related to pagan Roman religion in Strawberry 
Hill have their origin in the preoccupations of another man, Conyers Middleton, whose 
antiquities collection Walpole acquired in 1743. Middleton, an Anglican clergyman, had 
in 1729 published a short work in English denouncing Catholicism for its similarity to 
ancient Roman religious ritual.33 In 1745, he published a much longer work in Latin that 
betrayed his own fascination with just those pagan rituals, in which he discoursed at 
length on Roman magic and funerary practice. 34 The relics of the clergyman’s repulsion-
attraction to Roman ritual remained in display around Strawberry Hill. From the 
Middleton collection, the Description lists, for example, a gold figure of a boy with a 
bulla (58), bronze phalluses and ‘sacrificing instruments’ (61), a ‘broken patera’ [a plate 
used in sacrifice] (62), ‘a Roman emperor in bronze, as an idol, with thunderbolt and 
caduceus’ (69), ‘a small Terminus’ (65), and ‘a sacrificing priest’ (71). Walpole also 
acquired similar kinds of antiquities himself: ‘a Roman simpulum [a ladle used in 
libations]’ (34), a figure of ‘the deity of gardens’ (that is, the phallic god Priapus) (61), a 
‘small bronze vase, with a sacrifice to Priapus’ (69).  
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 Yet Middleton’s focused antiquarian interest in Rome is very different from 
Walpole’s tendency to fragment and juxtapose. Since the bulk of the Strawberry Hill 
collection has now been sold, we can only imagine the experience of being inside 
Walpole’s rooms, oppressed by ephemera. What was it like to see a Roman urn, 
decorated with sacrificial motifs, in a medieval-style armory, together with ‘a collar set 
with spikes, for a wild beast’, ‘five pieces of a coat of mail’, and ‘an Indian pouch made 
of beads and hair’ (Description, 32-3)? Amid the chaotic overcrowding of objects, each 
item in itself seems radically isolated, denuded of any context.35 At times, the 
juxtapositions between classical objects and other curiosities are only suggested by the 
order of Walpole’s descriptions: in the Description, a ‘small bust of Vespasian in 
cornelian’ comes after two caudle-cups and three snuff-boxes (62). At other times, 
Walpole makes the juxtapositions explicit. In the tribune, he tells us that there is ‘a 
valuable jewel of lord Burleigh’s head on onyx, by Valerio Vicentino, cut on the reverse 
of an antique of [the emperor] Caracalla’ (57). In the same room, he describes ‘a small 
box of the gold and white Japan.36 In it are two dates found in a jar at Herculaneum; they 
are burnt to a coal, but the shapes and rivelled skins are entire’ (68). While many of 
Walpole’s contemporaries were fascinated by the capacity of ruins to animate a sense of 
an ancient whole, Walpole’s isolating juxtapositions seem to make ruins even of things 
that survived complete. 
 Other objects in the collection suggest that Walpole was fascinated by the 
grotesque and hybrid elements already evident in classical culture. In the library of 
Strawberry Hill there is a series of seven Roman ‘ossuaria’,37 the first of which is 
(Description, 35-36):  
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  A semicircular ossuarium, an uncommon form: in the pediment, 
  a tripod supported by grifons: at each corner, a horned head of a  
  man and a bird, a festoon hangs from the horns of the men, on  
  which are two more birds: the inscription,  
     P. LENILIO  
     MARTIALI 
    POSVIT FORTVNATUS 
    PATRONO SVO B. M.  
    [‘Fortunatus placed this for his patron,  
    Publius Lenilius Martialis, well-deserving]. 
 
The object, which was purchased from the collection of the physician and antiquities 
collector Richard Mead, no doubt interested Walpole partly because of its ‘uniquity’ (its 
shape was an ‘uncommon form’). But the griffins – hybrid lion-eagle creatures – also 
demonstrate that monsters more popularly associated with medieval romance and 
heraldry were already present in classical art. Walpole describes at unusual length the 
other, Dionysiac motifs: a tripod, birds, and satyrs.38 In the epigraph from Horace’s Ars 
Poetica at the beginning of Otranto, Walpole had directed his readers’ attention back to a 
place in one of neoclassicism’s holy texts in which there was already a fascination with 
the grotesque, and which aimed to inspire both horror and laughter. Here too – in 
Walpole’s own library – is a similar instance of a classical object that seems, in a puckish 
reversal of aesthetic chronology, proto-Gothic.   
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 Walpole also seems to exhibit a morbid fascination with charismatic villainy. In 
1767 his affection for the bust of Vespasian was eclipsed by his love for a more notorious 
tyrant. ‘This little Caligula’, he writes, ‘is far superior to my great Vespasian’.39 In his 
Description, Walpole describes the new beloved object as a ‘small bust in bronze of a 
Caligula, with silver eyes’, which ‘seems to represent that emperor at the beginning of his 
madness’; it was discovered ‘at the very first discovery of Herculaneum’, and purchased 
and sent to Walpole by Sir Horace Mann.40 In a letter to Mann, he expresses his delight in 
the bust, declaring it the favorite object in his collection. He gazes on it ‘from morning to 
night’. Its eyes ‘are absolutely alive and have a wild melancholy in them, that one 
forebodes might ripen into madness’. Sensuously, he imagines the bronze as flesh, and 
says that ‘the muscles play as I turn it around’.41 George E. Haggerty has rightly drawn 
attention to the homoeroticism of this letter, especially since the bust was a token of his 
friendship with Mann.42 But, magnetized by this mad figure, Walpole also seems himself 
perversely Caligulan: possessed by a singular intensity, and stroking the muscles on the 
neck of this disembodied head, he recalls no-one so much as Caligula himself, in 
murderous mood, fantasizing that all Rome had a single neck.43 Audiences had long 
thrilled to the glamorous evil of Roman emperors in Roman-themed dramas on the 
English stage, and the afterlife of those theatrical villains can be traced in the villains of 
the later Gothic novels. Near the close of William Godwin’s Caleb Williams (1794), for 
example, the depth of cruelty of the Gothic villain figure Falkland can be fathomed only 
as a living embodiment of the memory of the tyrannical Roman emperors. ‘What – dark, 
mysterious, unfeeling, unrelenting tyrant! – is it come to this? When Nero and Caligula 
swayed the Roman sceptre, it was a fearful thing to offend these bloody rulers… 
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Falkland! art thou the offspring in whom the lineaments of these tyrants are faithfully 
preserved?’44 
 In his Description, Walpole boasts that the mixture of ancient design and modern 
decorations in Strawberry Hill can be ‘denominated, in some words of Pope, A Gothic 
Vatican of Greece and Rome’. The line itself is, if not a mixture, then at least a 
rearrangement. In the Dunciad (1.125-126), Pope had described the empty and merely 
ornamental learning of Tibbald’s bookshelf as without classical content, ‘a Gothic 
Vatican! of Greece and Rome/ Well purg’d…’.45  Walpole omits the enjambed participle 
and runs the line’s two clauses together, so that Pope’s opposition between the cultureless 
Goths and classical learning appears to dissolve. Like the Roman Horace, Pope is 
tendentiously refigured as an authority for the wild, unclassical heterogeneity of 
Strawberry Hill. Here too Walpole is rearranging the past. But he has little interest in 
truly harmonizing the opposition between the Gothic and the classical, since the shock of 
his aesthetic depends precisely on sustaining a sense of the rhetorical dichotomy between 
the two. The Castle of Otranto creates its own antiquity, as scholars have long 
recognized. This imagined past is ‘Gothic’ not in any simple rejection of the classical, but 
rather in the freedom and irreverence with which Walpole collects, fragments, and 
rearranges ancient texts and objects. The Greek or Roman past may no longer be a direct 
model for aesthetic ideals in the present. But its bones – its giant feet and monstrous 
heads – still exert an uncanny force in Walpole’s work, at the very origin point of 
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